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Who Are

Cloud4Rain? 

Cloud4Rain was founded in 2016 between a group

of young entrepreneurs from different information

technology backgrounds, including digital

transformation, cloud computing, cyber security

and enterprise software. Their combined expertise

gave rise to the company’s diverse portfolio of

services and products, and their keenness on

keeping the teams constantly updated with the

latest IT services and solutions truly sets the

company apart.



Mission

Ours is a simple yet daring goal;

to help our clients thrive in their

respective fields by delivering

the latest technology solutions

that increase their revenues and

cut their costs.



At Cloud4Rain, we value principles of quality,

integrity and continuity, which is why we

succeeded in becoming an IBM Golden Partner

as early as the company’s startup. As a group

of IT professionals with a strategic vision and

the expertise needed to be flexible in this

versatile and ever-changing industry, the

company always complies with ITIL standards.

The tailored solutions we provide are proposed

for business sustainability, and always answer

to the particular needs and industries of our

clients

Why Cloud4Rain?



What We Do ?

As a professional IT services and solutions

provider, Cloud4Rain collaborates with

clients to reach their business goals. We

focus on proficiently filling the gaps in their

digital infrastructures in such a way that

optimizes their resources, their access to

information and their business processes.

Every solution is tailored according to

business requirements and in the most cost-

efficient way possible.



Cloud4Rain solutions are diverse, and always in line with best practices and standards.

Our team recommend the cloud adoption models that best suit our clients’ business needs, 

making sure they correspond with the security, scalability and performance expected.

Public Cloud

Cloud4Rain is partnered

with the world’s most

trusted and respected

third-party cloud providers,

including IBM, Microsoft

Azure and AWS, hence

offering you flexible,

versatile and revenue-

generating solutions.

Cloud Solutions 

Private Cloud

Through Cloud4Rain’s

trusted partners, the

private cloud’s resources

are at your disposal,

along with added

privacy, flexibility and

scalability.

Hybrid Cloud

Our Cloud4Rain experts

are here to help you

choose the best hybrid

cloud solution for your

business, incorporating

the scaling, data access

and privacy levels you

need.



IT Services 

As a professional IT services and solutions
provider, Cloud4Rain collaborates with clients
to reach their business goals. We focus on
proficiently filling the gaps in their digital
infrastructures in such a way that optimizes
their resources, their access to information
and their business processes. Every solution is
tailored according to business requirements
and in the most cost-efficient way possible.



IT Services 

IT Consultation

Network & Security 

Migration &

Deployment

Security Compliances

Disaster Recovery &

Business Continuity 

Enterprise Services

Professional Services 



Managed Services

Our focus is to provide maximum 
“business value” to our clients 
enabling them to grow their 
businesses, manage their 
risk/compliance, and increase their 
competitive position by delivering 
improved business results.

Our client-first approach means 
our solutions are based on what 
technology solutions are needed to 
“fuel” their business, not a 
particular hardware or hosting 
solution.

Cloud4Rain Managed IT Services
offers IT Advisory and Leadership
Services to organizations In Egypt,
Saudi Arabia, and many other
country in the region.

We offer value-driven solutions
above and beyond managing and
operating hosting, security and a
full range of IT support
services. Our IT Advisory
approach enables us to provide
leadership to our clients in a
complex rapidly changing IT
environment.



Software Development

As a professional IT services and solutions
provider, Cloud4Rain collaborates with
clients to reach their business goals. We
focus on proficiently filling the gaps in their
digital infrastructures in such a way that
optimizes their resources, their access to
information and their business processes.

Every solution is tailored according to
business requirements and in the most
cost-efficient way possible.



Cloud4Rain website developers deliver compliant,

responsiveness and clean code using today’s latest

technological tools and principles.

www.temptingholidays.com

http://www.ops-egypt.com

https://littlehands-sd.com

https://hkeduexcellence.org

Websites

http://www.temptingholidays.com/
http://www.ops-egypt.com/
https://littlehands-sd.com/
https://hkeduexcellence.org/en/


Cloud4Rain experts develop tailored web

applications that enrich the business

capabilities of our clients and readily meet

business challenges.

Web Applications



Cloud4Rain brings together only the best iOS,

Android, and web app developers so you can

outsource your project and get a top-quality

product. We’re 100% concentrated on your project

while being capable of quickly and easily scaling

your dedicated team.

Mobile Applications



Balancing between creativity, best

practices and expertise, our marketing

team tailors solutions that serve the

business objectives and goals of our

clients. By utilizing the latest KPIs and

analytics tools, Cloud4Rain also measures

the success of marketing plans and

assesses their reach and impact.

We offer comprehensive digital marketing

solutions that include branding, email

marketing, social media management and

SEO, to name a few. The digital strategies

we put together revolve around lead

generation, high customer conversion and

optimized use of resources.

Digital

Marketing



Security Enabling 

Your Business Goals

With the growth in cyber attacks and data breaches costing business and

the public sector millions every year, cybersecurity is now high on the

strategic agenda. Business leaders in both strategic and operational roles

must answer vital questions:

• How do you know if your business is resilient enough?

• Are you compliant with privacy and security regulations

and corporate policy?

• Is it possible to combine digital transformation with acceptable risks?

• How secure are your website, apps, data centers and data?

• How to transform your current practices to manage increasing threats?

By putting in place proper cybersecurity assessments and audits, your

organization can define the right strategy and transformation program to

protect your sensitive data and assets.



Cyber security consulting strategy and advice from

Cloud4Rain Consulting can unlock a strategy that

can be embraced across an entire organization

from the boardroom to the reception area.

Increasingly, information security is not just an

internal concern external stakeholders ask for

assurance that organizations conduct business

securely, and treat sensitive data appropriately.

When implemented correctly, security can enable

a business and strengthen its brand, organizations

gain trust and credibility by protecting

infrastructure and information to the highest

standards.



Cloud4Rain Consulting offers a range of

information security consulting services,

such as helping to design a high-level

security strategy or responding to specific

cybersecurity incidents.

We provide consulting to customers on:

Cybersecurity Policies Cybersecurity Strategy

Cloud Security Information Governance & Compliance

Cyber Incident Response & Forensics Data Protection & EU GDPR

PCI DSS Consulting Business Continuity

Security Awareness Risk Assessment



The digital IT product ranges we

provide are backed by years of

experience in designing solutions,

systems integration and support.

Products

Disaster Recovery

EduCloud

E-learning System 



Disaster 

Recovery

As part of a comprehensive availability

strategy, embracing investments made in

your datacenter and extending them

through the hybrid cloud.

Affordable and efficient image-based

delivers cloud-based disaster recovery for

ALL applications (RTPO™ < 15 minutes)

through the best and most trusted DRaaS

providers across the globe.

Lower the 

costs of 

delivering 

DR

Improve RTO & RPO

Multiple Delivery Models

Lower The Costs Of 

Delivering DR



EduCloud

EduCloud is a software solution tailored

for educational organizations, through

which Cloud4Rain helps you create an

interactive and optimized educational

environment for students, teachers and

school administrators.
Lower the 

costs of 

delivering 

DR

Parents Portal

Teachers Portal 

School Administration 

Students Management



E-learning

System 

It is really easy to use LMS and build a learning

management system that makes learning and teaching

online a pleasant experience.

Create your online training website with satisfaction

and teach to students around the world.

Apart from e-learning, LMS can be used as School level

Education system also.

If you are a school, college or university…let us know!

We will provide our best support.

Start educating online, Create your own Training

Website easily and have full control and grow wisely.

Lessons management 

Online Courses

Tracking Course Progress 

Questions System

Teacher profile 

Video Hosting 

Quiz system 



Cloud4Rain partners are global

and regional industry leaders

whose products and services

are renowned and credited.

Among the pioneers we work

with are IBM, Microsoft,

Amazon, KnowledgeRiver and

Raya.

Our

Partners





For decades, IBM has

played a vital role in

shaping the

information technology

landscape worldwide.

The company supports

hundreds of clients to

drive transformation

through technology.

https://www-356.ibm.

com/partnerworld/wp

s/bplocator/search.jsp

#!/bp-details/1a95a58

0-648d-11e6-a149-020

031000011

Microsoft enables

digital transformation

for the era of an

intelligent cloud and an

intelligent edge.

Its mission is to

empower every person

and every organization

on the planet to

achieve more.

Amazon Web Services

provides a highly

reliable, scalable, low-

cost infrastructure

platform in the cloud

that powers hundreds

of thousands of

businesses in 190

countries around the

world.

KnowledgeRiver helps

customers get the most

out of their data

center. The company

specializes in

performance analysis,

data center designs

and monitoring in

heterogeneous

environments.

Raya is the leading data

center service provider

in Egypt with a facility

that features the

highest standards of

disaster recovery and

secure network

environment

https://www-356.ibm.com/partnerworld/wps/bplocator/search.jsp


Our

Clients



Case 

Studies 

Cloud4Rain is on a mission to enable

businesses to lead in their respective

markets. We bring this mission to life

with a diligent process that begins with

fully understanding their needs, and

devising tailored solutions that focus

on their business goals. Our

professional teams, together with our

partners and vendors, ensure every

enterprise is equipped with the cloud,

digital and information technology

solutions they need to thrive.

Explore some of the diverse solutions

and success stories Cloud4Rain has

developed for clients.



Client:

Challenge: Obsolete infrastructure and low 

service availability.

Cloud4Rain resolved Amer Group’s challenge by

migrating the company’s data to the IBM Cloud.

Through the process, Amer Group underwent an

extensive revamp and successfully restored service

availability to 100%.

Today, the company boasts level high server

availability and utilizes a comprehensive disaster

recovery solution of critical services. Amer Group’s IT

team can now deliver a wide array of reliable services

with no interruption.



Client:

Challenge: IT operations and support, 

& technical documentation.

Cloud4Rain provided JOSLOC with onsite skilled

personnel to support the company’s IT operations. The

team worked round the clock between Cairo and Riyadh

to manage and review operations and systems, and

make the necessary assessments and documentation.

By Implementing ITIL best practice, reporting and

insights are now in place for management and

strategists to move forward while adding value to

JOSLOC employees.

Cloud4Rain went even further by helping JOSLOC with

its cloud transformation, utilizing Office365 solutions

for employees, and migrating critical systems to

Microsoft Azure.



Client:

Challenge: Safety incident that caused server failure.

Cloud4Rain devised an effective solution for AHK that

helped the company restore services and operations

after a safety incident in the server room.

By migrating their systems to IBM Cloud and utilizing

enhancements on mail security and system backup, AHK

now runs a fully functioning data center on IBM Cloud.

The company hosts mail services, a files server and an

active directory with an extensive backup policy and a

secure uninterrupted connection to HQ.



Building N#14 Beverly Hills,

Elsheikh Zayed, Giza

contactus@cloud4rain.com

www.Cloud4Rain.com

+20 1025254700


